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THE California Test of Mental Maturity (CTMM) was originally
designed and published in 1936 as a group intelligence test. Its

purpose was to assess the major mental functions tested in the
Stanford-Binet individual intelligence test. The original factor anal-

ysis of variables variously used in the CTMM was accomplished
in 1938 and, although it was not published, it served to provide
guidelines for the organization of the subtests in subsequent bat-
teries. In addition, a short form (CTMM-SF) version of the battery
was developed and first published in 1938. Many studies and anal-
yses have been conducted with past editions and revisions of the
CTMM and CTMM-SF (e.g. Anderson, 1961a, 1961b; Anderson
and Slivinske, in press), 2 but throughout the years they have been
maintained in their original purpose.
The 1963 revisions of the CTMM and CTMM-SF are quite

similar to past editions and revisions of the instruments in purpose
and organization. The tests (including factors and sections) were
scaled to the 1960 revision of the Stanford-Binet and, therefore,
have adopted the deviation-form of intelligence quotient. Moreover,

1 The authors are indebted to the California Test Bureau for financial sup-
port of this study.

2 A complete bibliography of research is available free of charge, also, from
the California Test Bureau, Del Monte Research Park, Monterey, California;
order, "Summary of Investigations Number Three: California Test of Mental
Maturity," (1956).
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many studies and analyses have been conducted with the new revi-
sion of the CTMM and the CTMM-SF to examine properties of
the subtests and to strengthen the organization of the subtests into
factors and sections. One of the most important sets of studies is the
set of factor analytic studies reported herein.
The intent in the construction of the CTMM was to provide com-

posite batteries with subtests of logical reasoning, spatial (or ab-
stract) relations, verbal ability, numerical ability, and memory. The
CTMM-SF was designed to contain the logical reasoning factor as
well as abbreviated forms of verbal and numerical ability and
memory. In addition to the foregoing properties of the subtests, it
was recognized that some of the subtests would require more lan-
guage ability than others; therefore, it was theorized that the sub-
tests should be reorganized in terms of their language and non-
language characteristics. Factor analysis provides a means of

assessing the integrity of the construction and organization of the
subtests in the batteries in terms of the latent structures.

Method

The 1963 revisions include eight levels of the CTMM and

CTMM-SF available for testing the age range from five years to
adulthood. Six of the levels (viz., 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) actually span
the entire age range of the batteries while the two remaining levels
(lh and 2h) are designed to compliment two of the lower level tests.
This paper will present the results of the ten factor analyses of the
CTMM and CTMM-SF for levels 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5; the analyses of
level 0, 1h, and 2h are not available at the time of this report. The
grades appropriate for the five levels in these analysis are as

follows.

Level Grades

1 1-3
2 4-6
3 7-9
4 9-12
5 11-College and Adult

The analyses, therefore, cover levels that span all of the school

grades except for kindergarten.
Samples. The students selected for testing represent random sam-

ples from a larger standardization program plan containing these
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and many other studies. The sample sizes for each of the levels
was as follows: Level 1 = 285, Level 2 = 416, Level 3 = 273, Level
4 = 312, and Level 5 = 254.

Variables. All of the students in the samples were administered
the 1963 revisions of both the CTMM and the CTMM-SF. The

order of administration was randomly alternated for subgroups
within the samples. The tests were administered by classroom teach-
ers with a minimum of one week between the administration of the
two instruments. It was recognized that practice effects might con-
taminate the data, but it was assumed that the effects on the correla-
tions between the subtests would be uniform and not vitiate the

genuine basic structures of the tests.
Analyses. All of the analyses were conducted with the CTMM

and CTMM-SF separately at each of the five levels. Means, stand-
ard deviations, and K-R #21 reliability coefficients were determined
for each of the subtests, and product-moment correlations were
computed for each pair of variables. Each of the ten intercorrela-
tion matrices was factored by the centroid method. The resulting
factor structures were rotated by the varimax method (Kaiser,
1958) with subsequent rotations and adjustments made by hand
(Zimmerman, 1946) according to the criteria of simple structure
and positive manifold.

Results

Only the major results of the final rotated factor structures will
be presented in the present paper. The complete set of basic data
(means, standard deviations, and reliability coefficients, and inter-
correlation, unrotated, and rotated factor matrices) can be obtained
from the California Test Bureau.3
Table 1 presents the major results of the rotated factors at all

five levels for the CTMM-SF. All variables with rotated loadings
greater than .30 are listed appropriately in the table. It should be
noted, however, that throughout the five analyses the communalities
for the variables range between .17 and .74 with 63 percent of them
above .50 and 86 percent of them above .40.
The results of the Short-Form analyses, as in similar studies

3 Order, free of charge, "Basic Data for Factor Analytic Studies with the
California Test of Mental Maturity, 1963 Revisions," from the California
Test Bureau, Del Monte Research Park, Monterey, California.
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TABLE 1

Major Variables, together with Loadings, on the Rotated Factors of the
California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity*

* Decimale omitted from factor loadings.

(e.g., Clark, 1949), reveal a consistency of factors at all age levels
under investigation. In general, the first factor is identified as a

Logical Reasoning Factor determined, for the most part, by the
Opposites, Similarities, and Analogies subtests. Factor II is called a
Numerical Reasoning Factor with the main variables being Nu-
merical Values and Number Problems. Factor III is identified as a

Verbal/Memory Factor with the Verbal Comprehension and De-
layed Recall variables. The loadings on all residual factors were
uniformly below .30.
The results of the five factor analyses of the Long-Form CTMM

are presented for levels two through five in Table 2a and Level 1
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in Table 2b. The communalities for the variables in all five analyses
range from .13 to .79 with 47 percent of them greater than .50 and
77 percent greater than .40. Only those variables with rotated load-
ings greater than .30 are listed in Tables 2a and 2b.

Similar to the analyses with the CTMM-SF, the results of

analyses with the CTMM are very consistent in levels two through
five. As indicated in Table 2a, Factor I is identified as a Logical
Reasoning Factor with the major variables being Opposites, Simi-
larities, and Analogies; this is the same factor as identified in the
Short-Form analyses. Factor II is identified as a Spatial Relations
Factor on the basis of the loadings of the Rights and Lefts and
Manipulation of Areas subtests. The Numerical Reasoning Factor
is the third factor with Number Series, Numerical Values, and
Number Problems; this factor was also identified in the Short-Form
analyses, but the Long-Form analyses contain the additional vari-
able, Number Series. Factor IV is identified as a Verbal Concepts
Factor with Number Problems, Inferences, Verbal Comprehension,
and Delayed Recall. The fourth factor seems to be a combination
of two verbal subtests, a numerical subtest and a memory subtest,
all of which entail a great deal of language ability. Finally, the
fifth factor is a Memory Factor as determined by the Immediate
Recall and Delayed Recall subtests. All of the loadings on the
residual factors are below .30.
The results of the analyses of the Long-Form CTMM at Level 1

do not appear to be completely consistent either with the Short-
Form or the other Long-Form analyses. Factor I is identified as a
Logical Reasoning Factor with Similarities and Analogies as the
dominant variables. Factor II is called a Spatial/Reasoning Factor
with the variables Opposites, Manipulation of Areas, and Number
Problems. Factor III is a Spatial/Ordering Factor with Rights and
Lefts and Numerical Values. The fourth factor is the Verbal Rea-

soning Factor determined, for the most part, with Immediate Recall
and Inferences, while the fifth factor is a Vocabulary Factor with
Verbal Comprehension and Delayed Recall. Further interpretation
of this analysis is included below.

Discussion

As was stated previously in the Methods section of this paper, it
was assumed that the practice effects involved in the administration
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of the CTMM and the CTMM-SF, with a minimum of one week
elapsed time between the two tests, would be fairly uniform across
the correlational domain and hence would not effect the basic

structure of the batteries. The consistency of the factor analytic
results between and within levels lends a great deal of credence to
this assumption. The stability of the correlational structure of the
1963 revisions of the CTMM and the CTMM-SF, as shown in the
present study, should prove useful in future research, such as in
longitudinal studies of the dynamic import of aptitude and achieve-
ment characteristics compared with the stability of intellectual

functions.
A comparison of the analyses of the CTMM and the CTMM-SF

reveal several interesting characteristics about the subtests. Aside
from the analysis of the Level 1 Long-Form, the Spatial Relations
Factor is not represented in the Short-Form, but the other four
factors in the set of Long-Form analyses can be compared quite
reasonably to the three factors generally identified in the set of
Short-Form analyses. Both sets of analyses produce the Logical
Reasoning Factor with the same three variables generally determin-
ing this factor. Also, the Numerical Reasoning Factor is consistent
from Short-Form to Long-Form analyses. The Long-Form analyses,
however, show the full complexity of the Number Problems as well
as the Delayed Recall variables. In the Long-Form analyses, Num-
ber Problems appears on the Numerical Reasoning Factor, but the
language characteristics resident in this variable force its high load-
ing also on the Verbal Concepts Factor. Similarly, Delayed Recall
loads quite high on the Verbal Concepts Factor in both sets of
analyses, but it has a high loading, also, on a separate factor with
Immediate Recall in the Long-Form analyses. This latter factor
was identified as a Memory Factor. Memory factors have not been
found widespread in factor analytic studies (e.g., Curtin, 1951, p. 51)
but it appears in the present analyses with tenacious consistency.
The two memory variables in the CTMM, therefore, might be used
to advantage as &dquo;marker&dquo; variables in other factor analytic studies.
The full meaning of the results of the Level 1 CTMM analysis is

not immediately obvious. The Level 1 Short-Form analysis was
completely consistent with those at other levels, and since the sub-
tests by name are fairly much the same within each level, one might
reasonably have expected the Long-Form analysis to be consistent
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with those at other levels. Apparently, however, the introduction
of the spatial variables into the structure brings out the perceptual
saturation in the variances of the two numerical and the Opposites
subtests. This condition is undoubtedly generated by the necessary
reliance on pictorial materials for children at this level. Moreover,
the Memory Factor fails to appear in this analysis; the results here
suggest that, for children of this age, syllogistic-type reasoning
ability is closely related to their immediate recall ability, while
vocabulary is more closely related to retention of a more durable
nature. These interpretations seem reasonable but the results do not
assist particularly in defining the structure of the Level 1 CTMM
so that it is fully consistent with other levels.

It is noteworthy that only three factors appeared consistently in
the Short-Form analyses while five factors were determined in the
Long-Form analyses. In both sets of analyses, the number of factors
is less than half the number of subtests. Albert (1944a and 1944b)
has shown that, in such instances, unique communality solutions are
possible (barring a &dquo;Heywood&dquo; (1931) circumstance) and the sta-
bility of communalities under various values of r/n, with r factors
and n tests, was studied systematically by Wrigley (1957). Though
the circumstance r = n/2 appears to be somewhat rare with actual
data (e.g., Thurstone, 1947, p. 283), it does attend in the 1963

revisions of the CTMM and CTMM-SF so that the internal struc-
tures should prove stable in future analyses.
The factor analyses herein have provided a major basis for the

internal organization of the 1963 revisions of the CTMM and the
CTMM-SF. In addition to a total score, in general, the Long-Form
at all levels will provide scales for five factors with the variables
grouped as in the results of levels two through five, except that the
Verbal Concepts Factor will include only the Inferences and Verbal
Comprehension subtests; however, the variables are reorganized for
scales in a Language section containing Numerical Reasoning,
Verbal Concepts, Inferences, and Delayed Recall, and a Non-

language section containing all other subtests. Similarly, the Short-
Form tests are scaled with four factors using the results herein with
Verbal Comprehension and Delayed Recall on separate factors, but
the Language section score is made up of Verbal Comprehension and
Delayed Recall together with Number Problems, and the Non-
language section score is composed of all other variables. The
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organization of the subtests into both factor and section scores

which cut across one another allows for a full utilization of the

complex characteristics of the Number Problems and Delayed
Recall variables.

Summary
The 1963 revisions of the California Test of Mental Maturity and

the California Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity were factor
analyzed. The analyses included levels one through five, spanning
grade levels one through college and adult, and were part of a
larger standardization program.

In general, the three factors determined in the Short-Form anal-
yses were the Logical Reasoning Factor, the Numerical Reasoning
Factor, and the Verbal/Memory Factor. Five factors determined
in the Long-Form analyses included the Logical and Numerical
Reasoning Factors, a Spatial Relations Factor, a Memory Factor,
and a Verbal Concepts Factor; the Level 1 Long-Form analysis,
however, demonstrated the presence of perceptual characteristics

resident in the subtests. The results were discussed in terms of the

stability of the basic structure as well as the internal organization
of the subtests for scaled scores.
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